
Concert 5: newEar Contemporary Music Ensemble 
 

Program  
 

Vastly Shrinking Space                     Paul Rudy 
  

Sascha Groschang – Cello 

 
 

Free and Unticketed                        Stacey Barelos 

 
Stacey Barelos – Piano 

 

 
Beauty is Not Caused                Joseph Sowa 

Runner Up of the Noah Mathew Siegel Prize 
Stacey Barelos – Piano, Liz Pearse – Voice 

 

Air                 Aaron Kline 
Winner of the Noah Mathew Siegel Prize 

Stacey Barelos – Piano, Liz Pearse – Voice 

 
 

Intermission 
 
 

Poems of Louis Zukofsky            Eliot Carter 
 1. Tall and Singularly Dark 
 2. Alba (1952) 
 3. Finally a Valentine 
 4. O Sleep 
 5. The Rains 
 6. Rune 
 7. Strange 
 8. Daisy 
 9. You Who Were Made for This Music 

 

Trio for Clarinet, Cello, and Piano                  Magnus Lindberg 
 I. Ljud stort, ljud (Sound big, sound) 
  

Stacey Barelos – Piano, Sharra Wagner – Clarinet, Sascha Groschang - Cello 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



Program Notes and Text 
 
Vastly Shrinking Space: 

 
Life is crazy...filled with stimulation junkies, short attention spans and bombardments of sensory 
overload. Vastly Shrinking Space is about finding equilibrium between the wildness of a 
mechanized culture and a calm that comes from discovering peace inside ones own spiritual 
place. The interior world calls out, asking for attention: to be nurtured in the face of these 
assaults. The body keeps count of a spirit struggling for air...as the exterior world arouses 
claustrophobia...closes in on physical space...internal personal space expands to compensate. 
“God” is not out there, but in here...harmony is in the balance. 

 
Free and Unticketed: 

 
"Free and Unticketed" speaks to my advice for audience members unfamiliar with modern music. 
There should be no prerequisites for having an opinion about music, no matter how complex the 
music might be. Rather than saying, "I don't know, should I like it?” simply say what you hear. In 
my opinion comments such as "I liked the fast part" or “It was too long” are just as valid.  

 
 
Air: 

 
While I was a graduate assistant at Central Michigan University, I invited students to submit poetry and 
recruited CMU student composers to join me in setting them to music. Out of the dozens of poems that 
were submitted, Air stood out to me. The text illustrates a person's desire to escape pain through self-
destruction. The compositional process involved transcribing how I would read the poem into the vocal 
line, and composing the piano part to create the atmosphere of each section of text.  
 

My hands twitch with a  

compulsive desire to 

drag my nubbed claws 

against the rubbery surface 

of this vile container 

and pierce it  with my talons. 

I want to peel my skin away, 

like an orange. 
I want to rip my muscles  

from my core of bone –  

to strip it  bare –  

and toss the puzzle pieces 

of my skeleton in a fire 

watching cracks form 

in the dull white as 

the flames cackle. 

I want to pick apart  

my brain until it  is  

only dissected bits 

of a human being. 

I am nothing but air 

then, with no shell to 

threaten me with 

knives in my feet and 

fangs in my hips 

that  tear at my sanity. 

That Growing Beast has 
no vessel to grasp 

when I am only air. 

You cannot bite the air. 

There is no reason 

to even try, for 

air feels no pain. 

 
 

------Ginny Agee

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Beauty is Not Caused 
 
Beauty — be not caused — It Is 
Chase it, and it ceases 
Chase it not, and it abides 
 
Overtake the Creases 
 
In the Meadow — when the Wind 
Runs his fingers thro' it 
Deity will see to it 
That You never do it 
 
(Emily Dickinson) 

 
Poems of Louis Zukofsky 
 

I. Tall and Singularly Dark: 

Tall and singularly dark you pass among the breakers – 
Companionship as of another world bordering on this; 
To the intelligence fastened by the senses you are lost 
In a world of sunlight where nothing is amiss: 

For nothing but the sun is there and peace vital with the sun, 
The heaviest changes shift through no features more than a smile, 
Currents spread, and are gone, and as the high waves appear, 
You dive, in the calming are as lost awhile. 

How in that while intelligence escapes from sense 
And fear with hurled human might darkens upon bliss! 
Till as again you stand above the waters 
Fear turns to sleep as one who dreamt of falling, an abyss! 
 
II. Alba 
 
In sleep where all that’s past goes on – 
A dawn loves more than sleep. 
Clear as leaves of spring. 
Loves no less, wintering, 
Greener than summer goes –  
A sleep gainsays the dawn. 
 

III. Finally a Valentine 
 
There is a heart  
has no complaint 
better a part 
than faint 
so the faintest par of it 
has no complaint 
a part. 

 
IV. O Sleep  
 
O sleep, the sky goes down, behind the poplars, 
I scrape the gravel with my shoes and toe 
The ties: 
The milky moon is in the clearing. 
Only the power plant hurries in winter.  
 
 



V. The Rains 
The rains, the rains  
Toward spring pour thru 
The winter night 
And freeze to hail. 
Seasoned armies 
Tested in defeat 
Retreating now  
In that order 
They cannot yield,  
No more than weather 
Of their hemisphere: 
The rain that turns  
To hail before  
The thunderstorms. 
The rains, the rains 
Of spring call out 
 
VI. Rune 
 
Rune 
Ruin in runs 
Mexico 
 
VII. Strange 
 
Strange 
To reach that age 
remember a tide 
And full 
For a time 
be young. 
 
VIII. Daisy 
 
Bellis perennis daisy   
of history  
Ing lace 
water formed a hid pin-eyed thrum-eyed 
brehon rule 
eve adam adam 
eve measows birth hymn  
drupe studded strawberry 
over sell spring freeze 
whipper will storm pied daisy rays 
vogue 
green-e-rin discs may not excel white double 
ray largess 
sails gold discs herirtage 
fort at Montauk  
 
 
 
 
 
 

IX. You Who Were Made for This Music 
 
You who were made for this music 
or how else does it say 
you,  
move thru your fingers,  
or your bow arm,  
lead to this glory 
God has God’s  
but one’s deepest conviction 
your art, 
its use 
you, happy, by rote, by hear 
Is thought? 
What was broken was sense 
but is happy again almost seen, 
the first trembling of a string 
a worth whose immortal ground drops so 
often 
you plait viable strands for your use. 
Or so pride loving itself looks 
to more fortunate glory 
with a power apart from the trembling sense 
only glory restores.   


